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Love & Hip Hop: Atlanta (Series 1)

10 x 60'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. The ‘A’ List

Stevie J presents a new home to Mimi too far from Atlanta for her comfort. Do his studio sessions
with Joseline involve more than just business? K Michelle celebrates her birthday with Karlie, Mimi
and Ariane, but the party becomes a war zone when Joseline and Stevie show up together
looking like a couple.

2. Pregnito

Stevie tries to make up with Mimi, but she hits him right where it hurts: his wallet. Joseline
accuses Karlie of being a snitch and tells her she'll decide if and when Karlie can work with Stevie.
Rasheeda and Kirk shoot a music video for her new single, but fight when Rasheeda arrives late
to the shoot.

3. Kiss and Yell

K Michelle is fighting to get over her past and pours her heart out at a showcase. Scrappy
confides in Momma Dee that he wants to move out of Erica's house and move on. Joseline drops
a bombshell that could affect Stevie and Mimi's relationship.

4. Scrappin

Joseline is faced with making the toughest decision of her life. Mimi finds Stevie waiting on her
doorsteps for a surprising confession. Scrappy checks Stevie for disrespecting Erica at K
Michelle's showcase and all hell breaks loose.

5. No Receipts

Mimi takes a big step in her relationship with Stevie J. Scrappy has a health scare that has an
emotional effect on his future with Erica. K Michelle finally confronts Karlie on her disrespectful
ways and the two have it out.

6. No Apologies
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Stevie checks Joseline for being out of line with Mimi. Rasheeda is fed up with Kirk's management
and seeks advice from a competing manager. Joseline and Mimi sit down and address their latest
issue.

7. Therapy?

Karlie gets an ultimatum from her management which puts stress on her relationship with
Benzino. Stevie makes a last ditch suggestion to Mimi to save their relationship. Rasheeda and
Kirk make a tough decision about Kirk's place in her career.

8. Three’s Company

Stevie gives Mimi an indecent proposal in an effort to save their relationship. Erica receives some
disturbing news from K Michelle. Rasheeda inadvertently betrays Kirk and the two have it out.

9. Loyalty Card

Erica confronts Scrappy about Shay. Benzino and Karlie romantic date takes a left turn. Rasheeda
questions K Michelle about her domestic abuse story.

10. Smoke and Mirrors

In the season finale, Mimi, Stevie J and Joseline return to counselling. Erica makes a decision
about her relationship with Scrappy. Benzino sets up proposal to Karlie.


